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Preface

This stud), was undertaken at tile request oi" W. Hens'on Moore, Deputy Secretary of the Department of

Energy. The purpose of'this study is to examine energy intensity trends in the major industrialized countries

and to explain differences in these trends. This Service Report documents the results of the analysis.

This Service Report was prepared by the Energy lnt'ormation Administration's, Office of Energy Markets
and End Use, under the direction of W. Calvin Kilgore. lriformation on the study can be had by contacting

Mark Rodekohr, Director of the International and Contingency hd'ormation Division (202/586-1130), Derriel

B. Cato, A. David Sandoval, and Lowell Feld of the Analysis Brarlch.

Additional copies of this report are available from:

International and Contingency lnt'ormatiorl Division

Office of Energy Markets and End Use

Energy Information Administration

!000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, DC 20585
(202) 586-1130

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency _f the United States

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-

ence herein to any specific commercial product, pr(mess, or service by trade name, trademark,

manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

and opinions of authors expressed herein de, nut necessarily state or reflect those of the

United States Government or any agency t.hereof.

t,

' Service Reports are prepared by EIA ui)on special request and m,,y be .

based on assumptions specified by the requestor. Information regarding

the request for this report is included in the Preface.
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Summary

indicators of Energy Efficiency"
An International Comparison

Tile United States has long been accused of being energy inefficient based on a comparison of energy

intensities among tile industrialized countries. Energy intensity is commonly measured by computing tl_e

ratio of energy use per unit of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). This is not a true measure of efficiency,

however, because ii does not account t'o[ differences in the standard ot" living, differences in population
densities, or other factors. After corrections are made to account for these factors, the United States often

appears lo be as efficient or more etTicienl than many of the other industrialized countries, In this analysis

the industrialized economies considered are the Group of Seven (G7): the United States, Canada, Japan,

France, Italy, West Germ_my, and the United Kingdom. Examination of the more detailed data which underlie

the aggregate energy/GDP ratio concludes that:

" The United States energy/GDP ratio has declined an average ot"2 percent per year since 1970, as
rnuctl or more than in the etlmr G-7 countries.

" While the United States uses more energy per unit of output in the industrial sector than most

other G-7 countries, this is due in pan to the development of large, very energ5 intensive,

petrochemical, chemical, and primary metals industries. These industries were developed to

exploit large, indigenous energy supplies. Energy intensity does not necessarily equate to energy

efficiency.

• Despite a population t'ive to ten times less densely concentrated than in many of the other G-7

countries, and distances thai frequently make mass transit systems impractical, transportation

energy use as a share of total energy use is only about 5 lo 10percentage points higher than that

in the other G-7 countries.

• Even though gasoline prices in the United States are less than half of those 111many of the other

G-7 countries and United States emission and auto safety standards are much rnore demanding,

new car fuel ecor_omy in the United States is now equal to thai in ali the other G-7 countries.

• After adiusting for differences in climate and household size (houses are larger in the United
States than in most other O-7 countries), residential heating efficiency in the United States

exceedslhat of n-ianyof the other G-7 countries, i/
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|nsummary, since1970 the UnitedStateshasjnI1pro\od [lloefficiencyofCilei'gyunc_.tsnltIchoi"nlorolhan

have theother(]-7countries,Frequently,lhcUnllodSl;alesisnlorecfficienlinilsuse oi"energydmn are

other m 7 countries. Many of the differences in energy use resu!! from the fact that the United States Ims

the comparative advantage of abundant indigenous energy supplies which have been used to develop large

energy intensive but not necessarily inefficient petrochemical, chemical, and primary metals industries. The

United States continues to bold this advantage, producing 50 percent more energy in 1988 than did ali the

remaining G-7 countries combined.
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Total Energy Consumption per unit of GDP

• Total energy consunlption per unit of Gross Domestic Product(GDP) is one of the most comrnon

measures of "energy efficiency" used to make comparisons across countries. However, this

aggregate measure is flawed because it does not account for differences in life styles, population

density, industry mix, and other factors.

• An examination of the energy/GDP ratios for the Group of Seven countries (United States,

Canada, Japan, France, Italy,West Gennany, and the United Kingdom) shows that Canada uses

the most energy per GDP dollar while the United Kingdom and United States are lhc next largest

users of energy per GDP dollar. Canada is higher than most other countries because of its large

share of energy generated from hydroelectric sources which is valued al a fossil fuel equivalent

in international energy statistics.

• The United States has improved its energy/GDP ratio as fast or faster than the other countries

since 1970, averaging an annual irnprovernent of 2 percent per year.

• The remainder of this paper will discuss the reasons tbr the diffcrerlces in energy efficiency across
the G 7 countries.
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Sectoral Energy Consumption

• Relative to the _tllcr (;-7 countries, lhc [Jrlilcd States dots not have a hi#h l'racti(m (_t"industrial
energy use,

• However, the slsrc ol'cncr#y used ii] lhc transportation sccl_r in lhc I.Jnitcd States iNmuch laighcr

than thai iii lhc (_thcr (}-7 cotlntries bccau,,,;¢ of its l_)wt_()l_ulationdensity _.llltilow gas(_litlcprice.

Rcb,ardlcss c_tprice, lhc spalial spr'cad between ciliumand w()t'k and llcmacwill continttc tc)require
Iligll levels _1'tr_lnsporlati(m tucl c(_rlsumr_li(mi,1the I.lnitcd States and (7.tllatl_l,

• The shatc ()tcrlcrgy use in lhc residential and commcrci_ll sect()," in the Uniled Stales iNam(m#
the lowest in the (}-7.
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hutustrial Energy Intensity
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Industry Energy Intensity

" While the United States uses more energy per unit of output in the industrial sector than most ot"

the G-7 countries, this reflects the large indigenous energy supplies in tile United States and the

development and use of an industrial sector that relies on these resources. For extunple, the United

States developed a large petrochemical industry capable of using indigenous resources as inputs.

This sector is very energy intensive.

" lt is interesting to nole that Canada, which is the other G-7 country with large energy, mineral,
and other natural resources, also uses more energy per unit of output than most other G-7 countries.

In contrast, the energy intensity per unit ot" (mtpul (gross product originating, GPO) in the
manufacture and fabrication of items that use processed natural resources (non-raw materials

manufacturing) varies little among the G-7.

" 'The rate ot" improvement in the industrial energy/GPO ratio in the United States has been greater

than in most other G-7 countries, averaging close to 3 percent per year since 1975.



(.,onsumptmnI ransportalaon Energy 7' " "
Per Caplt_, 1987
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Energy Consumption per Capita in Transportation

" Transportation energy use per capita in the United States and Canada is more than twice as much

as the other G-7 countries due in large part to a much greater population density in the other G-7
countries,

• Great distances between population centers often make mass transit systems impractical in the
United States and Canada.



Population Density per Square Mile, 1988
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• The population density in the United States and Canada is 5 to 10 times less than in many of the
G-7 countries,
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VehicI,es and Cars per• P(_,lso."n, 1.988
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• Lower population densities (greater distances) generally result in both the United States and
Canada having more automobilesper person than do the other G-7 countries,
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Gasoline Prices and Taxes

" Another reason for the greater transportation use in tileUnited States is the relative low price of
and taxes on gasoline. Prices ill tile United Slates are much less than those in most of tile other
G-7 countries. Large indigenous supplies of petroleum are usually associated with lower prices,
as countries with large supplies exploit their comparative advantage.

i lt is important to note that the tax portionof United States gasoline prices has increased from 11.3
percent in 1980 to 31.2 percent in 1988,while West Gennany has increased its tax component
15.6percentage points anJ Japan only 9.9 percentage points between 1980and 1988.

" Gasoline taxes ill tile United States are end-user fees, earmarked for improvement of the
transportation system, as opposed to supportinggeneral revenues as illmost of the other countries.



New Car Fuel Efficiency
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New Car Fuel Efficiency

" New car fuel efficiencies in the United States are now roughly equivalent to those in the other

G-7 countries, even though our gasoline prices are clearly far lower than prices in the other
countries.

" Improvements ill new car efficiencies in the United States and Canada have been t'ar greater than
those in the other G-7 countries. However, data for Canada are not awfilablc after 1985.

• In addition to comparatively low prices for gasoline, two other factors have caused adverse effects

on U.S. automobile fuel efficiency, auto emission standards (particularly during the 1973-1985
period) and crash-avoidance standard:: that add weight.
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Heating Intensities: Dwellings
(Climate Corrected)
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Heating Intensities: Dwellings

J While energy use per dwelling, when corrected for differences in climate, is higher in the United
States than for most other G-7 countries, it is now in the range of most other countries after having

improved greatly since the early 1970's.

• Factors influencing standards of living, such as amount of living space and use of air conditioners,

increase the intensity of energy use per dwelling in the United States.

• Comparable data for Canada are not available.



Heating Intensities: Floor Space
(Climate Corrected)
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Heating Intensities" Floor Space

" When corrected for differences in living space, the United States is among the most efficient of

the G-7 countries. In other words, our energy use per square foot per degree day is rnuch lower
than for most other G-7 countries.

• The low figures for Japan are likely due to the relative lack oi'central heating and to their greater

use of apartments and other multifamily dwellings; when compared to other countries.

" Comparable data for Canada are not available.
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Energy Self Sufficiency
(Production/Consumption)
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Energy Self-Sufficiency

" One area often overlooked in the "energy efficiency" debate is the role of indigenous energy

production. Countries with large indigenous resources use this comparative advantage and

encourage energy intensive industries. This factor tends to make their energy/GDP ratio higher

than countries with few energy resources.

= The United States, Canada, and more recently the United Kingdorn have large indigenous energy

resources relative to consumption. These resources have been growing in Canada and the United

Kingdom, stable in the United States, and declining in most other G-7 countries.

= Domestic production, as a share of consumption in the United States, is almost double that for

France and West Germany and more than 4 times that for Japan and Italy.



Total Energy Production
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u In 1970, the UnJ"-'d States produced 3 times as much energy as did ali the other G-7 countries

combined. By 1988, the United States still produced about 50 percent more energy than did tile
other G-7 countries combined.

• Interestingly, energy consumption per person has grown steadily in ali G-7 countries between

1970 and 1988, except in the United States and the United Kingdom, where energy consumption

per capita in 1988 was virtually the same as ii was in 1970.
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